I. INTRODUCTION
Relativistic Dirac approaches based on the Dirac equation have been very successful in treating nuclear reactions [1] [2] [3] . Because the Dirac analyses have proven to be very successful in describing the intermediate-energy proton elastic scatterings from the spherically symmetric nuclei and a few deformed nuclei [3] [4] [5] [6] , the relativistic approaches based on the Dirac equation are expanded to inelastic scatterings and have shown considerable improvements compared to the conventional nonrelativistic calculations based on the Schrödinger equation [7] [8] [9] [10] . The relativistic effect is taken into account at the level of the kinemat- time-like vector potentials are considered. The Woods-Saxon shape is used for the geometry of the direct optical potentials, assuming the shape of the potential follows the shape of the nuclear density. In order to accommodate the collective motion of the excited deformed nucleus considering the high-lying excited states of 2 + gamma vibrational band, the first-order vibrational collective model is used to obtain the transition optical potentials [3, 4] . The complicated Dirac coupled-channel equations are solved phenomenologically to reproduce the experimental data by varying the optical potential and deformation parameters, using a computer program called ECIS [11] . [11, 12] , as in spherically symmetric nuclei [13] , hence the relevant Dirac equation for the elastic scattering from the nucleus is given as
Here, U S is a scalar potential, U 0 is a time-like vector potential, U T is a tensor potential, and V c is the Coulomb potential. However, depending on the model assumed, pseudo-scalar and axial-vector potentials may also be present in the equation when we consider inelastic scattering. We assume, in the collective model approach used in this work, that the appropriate transition potentials can be obtained by deforming the direct potentials that describe the elastic channel reasonably well [14, 15] . The shapes of the deformed potentials are assumed to follow the shape of the deformed nuclear densities and the transition potentials are obtained by assuming that they are proportional to the first-order derivatives of the diagonal potentials [3, 4] . As direct potentials, the scalar and the time-like vector potentials are used in the calculation. Tensor potentials are always present due to the interaction of the anomalous magnetic moment of the projectile with the charge distribution of the target. However, the tensor potentials are neglected in this calculation because they have been found to be always very small compared to scalar or vector potentials [3] . The evidence that the large scalar and vector fields of Dirac phenomenology may be related to quark degrees of freedom in the nucleon can be found in the work of Cohen et al . [16] . In the vibrational model of ECIS, the deformation of the nuclear surface is written using the Legendre polynomial expansion method as
with R 0 being the radius at equilibrium, β a deformation parameter and λ the multipolarity.
The transition potentials for the channel coupling are given by
where the subscript i refers to the real and the imaginary scalar or vector potential, R is the radius parameter of the Woods-Saxon shape. By assuming that the real and the imaginary deformation parameter β i λ are equal for the given potential type, two deformation parameters, β S and β V , are determined for each excited state.
In order to obtain the Dirac coupled channel equations, we expand the Dirac wavefunction using upper and lower component and substitute them into the Dirac equation. After some calculation [3] , we can obtain the coupled equations for the radial upper component, g j , and lower component f j of the Dirac spinors as follows.
Here, we separate the elastic optical potentials, U 0 i , the scalar and time-like vector potentials from transition potentials, U λ i , and the subscript λ refers to the multipole order of the particular transition potential. χ is the quantum number related to the projectile, E is the total energy of the system, ǫ j is the nuclear energy eigenvalue, ν is the anomalous magnetic moment of the projectile, and P λ jj ′ is the geometric coefficient related to j and j ′ channel of multipole order [3] . These complicated Dirac coupled channel equations are solved numerically to calculate the scattering observables such as differential cross section and analyzing power by using a computer code, ECIS [11] written by J. Raynal, which employs the sequential iteration method.
The experimental data for the differential cross sections and analyzing powers are ob- an unnatural parity state, to the gamma band for both nuclei, but they are neglected in the calculation because they have large error bars and pretty irregular shape [17] . First, the 12 parameters of the diagonal scalar and vector potentials in the Woods-Saxon shapes are determined by fitting the experimental data for the elastic scattering from 24 Mg. The Dirac equations are solved numerically to obtain the best fitting parameters to the experimental data by using the minimum χ 2 method. Calculated results for the 800-MeV p + 24 Mg elastic scattering are shown as dash-dot-dot lines in Figure 1 and it is found that the observable elastic experimental data are reproduced quite well.
Calculated optical potential parameters of the Woods-Saxon shape for the 800-MeV proton elastic scatterings from 24 Mg are shown in Table 1 . It is confirmed that the real scalar potentials and the imaginary vector potentials turn out to be large and negative, and that the imaginary scalar potentials and the real vector potentials turn out to be large and positive,
showing the same pattern as for spherically-symmetric nuclei [3] . data compared to the results obtained from the nonrelativistic calculations [17, 18] . The discrepancy between the calculated results and 4 + 2 state data could be explained by the coupling effects with other excited states nearby those are not included in this calculation. In Table 2 
